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By Diarmaid O' Muirithe

Gill & Macmillan Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, A- Z of Irish Names for
Children, Diarmaid O' Muirithe, In Ireland, we have a wonderful selection of names to choose from.
We have our own Irish versions of biblical names, the names of the Evangelists and of continental
saints who have taken our fancy at various stages in our history. The Vikings left us some of their
personal names, which either in their Irish or their Anglicised forms have proved to be as hardy a
growth as those names given to us by the Anglo-Normans. Lots of them are included in this book.
And, of course, we have the great repository of the old Irish tradition from which to choose our
children's names. From Aaron to Una, Diarmaid O Muirithe provides a gloss on more than four
hundred Irish forenames in his inimitable style that mixes scholarship and wit with quirky snippets
of interest. Thus, we learn that the name Art has nothing to do with Arthur; that Brendan is
originally of Welsh origin and came to Ireland in a Latinised form; that Cathal is usually translated
as Charles, although there is no historical connection between the two; and...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life period will probably be convert as soon as you
comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe

I actually started o  looking over this publication. I have read through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to study again yet again later on. I am
easily will get a delight of reading a written pdf.
-- Ross Her m a nn-- Ross Her m a nn
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